
ESCAPE HOOKUPS & PAD FACT SHEET 
 
Note:   All of the utility connections are located on the right side of the unit when looking from the hitch 
(opposite side from the front door). There is a 25' extension cord for power and a 10' hose for septic 
included, so no need to try and hit the exact spot for the utilities. 

 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pad – Your unit needs to sit on a firm, flat, 

level pad that can be concrete, blacktop, 

crushed rock or gravel...it needs to be firm, flat 

and accessible for delivery.  Please see the 

size of your unit on the website…the pad 

should be 3-5’ beyond the size of your unit.  

Power - Our units require either a 120v/30a (3 

prong) or 240v/50a (4 prong) outlet.  See 

pictures at left- 50a is on the left, 30a is on the 

right.  We include a 25' power cord with each 

unit. 

 

Water - The water inlet is a standard 3/4" hose 

connection.  Use a hose that is designed for 

drinking water. Good water pressure is 

essential. We highly recommend using an in 

line water filter.  If you are in a cold climate, 

please use a heated hose.  
 

Septic - The unit has a 3" out for septic...see 

the picture. We include a 10' flexible hose that 

ties to this output OR you can simply tie right 

to the 3" output. 

 
 

 

 

  

TV/Cat5 - The unit has a F connector for coax 

cable...see picture.  A Cat5 box is included in 

the unit and wiring is on the outside for your 

cable or internet provider. Note: we know 

many customers may not use these hook ups, 

but they are available. 

 
 

 

 

LP Gas - Each ESCAPE unit that is not all 

electric comes with a functional LP gas 

system, including two 20lb. tanks and an 

automatic changeover valve. 


